First Class Lessons
I love to travel, especially internationally. My first international trip was in 2003 when I
took a trip to London. The entire experience was amazing and very eye opening. It
changed my perspective on life. And it continues to change every trip!
DO YOUR OWN RESEARCH
Prior to that trip I never would have thought that I could make it to a destination like
London. I was fortunate enough to have my dad pay for my trip over that year. I was
still in college and was working a part time job. So my funds to actually do things in
London was extremely limited.....so I thought. Fortunately I was able to use the Internet
at that time (still pretty new 😂 ) and was able to research things to do and came across a
thing called the London Pass. It was able to get into a bunch of different places, many of
them were things I wanted to do, and it came with a travel card. I don’t remember the
cost, but it was less then $100 back then. Had I not done the research myself, I may have
just assumed, based on what I heard from others, that London was too expensive for me
and passed on the trip.

FIRST CLASS IS SUPER NICE
Before I continue, I want to say that
International First Class is super nice and
an amazing experience. In the same
breath, so is Business Class. An upgraded
international flight is something to
experience. Flying is still flying, no matter
where you sit, but still something to
experience. Most of the stress of traveling
happens before and just after getting off of
the plan. You may have TSA PreCheck
and Global Entry, but those do not mean
much in other countries. So getting fast
tracked through security and customs is a
really nice perk. So is this view!

GETTING IN FIRST CLASS
Back in 2013, Mel was going to compete in the Masters World Games in Italy. When we
were planning the trip, we looked at traveling in first class. The cost was well over
$10,000 per ticket. We also looked are redeeming miles for the entire journey. We didn’t
have enough miles for the entire journey in economy due to the London to Turin leg.
After some thought and research, I decided to see what would happen if we took the
London to Turin leg out of the initial reservation. I found that we then had enough miles
to go round trip in business class! After a little bit more research, I found that we were
just a few thousand miles short of being able to fly first class to London and business
back to Dallas. We would have to purchase the separate flight to Turin, but now we had a
bit more freedom in our travel plans. I remember returning home from this trip excited
from the experience and telling Mel that I was happy that we were able to share that
experience. We both felt it was so over the top that it probably would not happen for us
again!

“NOT WITH THAT ATTITUDE”
This is my go to phrase where I hear someone one say “I can’t”. I should have told
myself that back then when I made that statement. I also mentioned that we seemed a bit
out of place. Almost suggesting that we didn’t belong because First Class should be
reserved for some type of Upper Class people that we definitely are not a part of.
Thinking about that statement many years ago has made me rethink somethings about
how I think and plan. ‘First’ (pun intended) thing is, who is “first class”. The answer is
no one is really first class. To me, it is now more of a race. First class is for people that
could get there first! And we have figured out a way to come in first a few times.
From here on out, when I think about the people flying in first class, this is who I will
think is up there.

FINAL THOUGHTS
Ok, cool, Bobby and Mel have travelled in Business and First Class overseas. How does
this have anything to do with me? There are many lessons I am sharing.
First, don’t let anyone convince you about something you want to do. Do your research.
Make a plan. If you want to make it work, you will find a way.
Be creative. There is always a straight and narrow path. Sometimes you need to be
creative and create your own plan.
Be prepared to execute your plan and then execute it! Enjoy the journey and the
destination!

